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Abstract

A discussion is nade for the obtention of tbt Strutinskii

method by a seaiclassical liwtt.
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Recently, the shell corrections to the semiclassical evaluation

of nuclear Masses in terms of the Glauber coherent states «as

formulated* ' in order to recover the Strutinskii Method. This was

done for the three dimensional oscillator model. The purpose of

this note is to Make some considerations which show that under

very similar semiclassical assumptions of Xef.l (but without the

use of the Glauber coherent states), we can also recover the

Strutinskii method for models other than the three dimensional

oscillator (like for instance the cubic box model or the quasi-

rotational single particle spectrum1 ). For this purpose, let

us recall that we can use the following representation for the

delta .function :

with

where the "smearing" of the delta function centered at

was taken to the nearest levels. To fix the ideas, we can take:

••mWSMi***•••MM^MW^m^^wz
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Therefore, for any of the above mentioned models, y^t —$+•-+O

as *iJ-*O *nd therefore the representation given by eq. (l)

is valid in the- semiclassical limit,

writing,

(4)

where X~* ' ju% " » and ^y «aking the expansion of ^

in terms of Hermite functions,

where the coefficients (%tn can be obtained using the orthonor

mality of the Hermite functions^3'; it follows that eq.(l) can

be rewritten as:

(6)

If we consider, for instance, the isotropic three dimensional

oscillator model)in the semiclassical limit (large**),5n** (

and by use of eqs.(2) and (3) 9^^Z^^\ **> ; eq.(l) is exac-

tly eq.(l5) of Ref.l. The claim of the authors of this reference

is that in the semiclassical limit %*+
;

which appears in the last factor of eq.(6) should be neglected
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and we recover the Strutinskii method.

Ve would like also to stress that from eq.(6) the Strutinskii

method can be recover not only for the three dimensional oscilla-

tor model, but also for other models like those quoted in Kef.2^

* if we recall that for these models Q%*»O(h) and if ve make the

same prescription of Sef.l that in the limit 1f-*O / f is to be

maintained fixed (although practically it is of the order of *^40

for the oscillator model for instance).

Ve see also that these considerations do not depend on the

exact value of g * as for instance given by eq.(3). The only

condition to be fulfilled is that tfg?~ t<* "*0(t )» which

happens if the smearing is done to the nearest levels.
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